Influence of an Interfacial Effect on the Laser Performance of a Rhodamine 6G/Cellulose Acetate Waveguide on a Vinylidene Fluoride Copolymer Layer.
The fluorescent properties of dyes and fluorophores in condensed matter significantly affect the laser performance of organic dye lasers and fluorescent polymer lasers. Concentration quenching of fluorescence is commonly observed in condensed matter. Several approaches have been presented to suppress such quenching, such as the use of a dendrimer and the use of effective energy transfer in a guest-host system. The enhanced fluorescence of rhodamine 6G (R6G) dye on a vinylidene fluoride polymer is an alternative method for enhancing laser performance because of the roughness of the P(VDF-TrFE) surface and the interaction between polar β-crystals of P(VDF-TrFE) and R6G dye. In this paper, a significant improvement in slope efficiency (SE) is demonstrated without a significant depression in the lasing threshold for distributed feedback (DFB) and distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers fabricated using an R6G-dispersed cellulose acetate (CA) matrix spin-coated onto a copolymer of vinylidene fluoride and trifluoroethylene P(VDF-TrFE) thin film. SEs of 3.4 and 1.3% were measured for DBR and DFB laser devices with CA/R6G on a P(VDF-TrFE) thin film, respectively, whereas an SE of less than 1.0% was measured for both corresponding laser devices without a P(VDF-TrFE) thin film. From the aspect of simple fabrication procedures, repeatability in device fabrication and performance, stability of the device, time for device fabrication, the present approach is the most preferable way for industrial applications, requiring only the additional step of spin-coating of a P(VDF-TrFE) thin film.